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ASPECTO	EVALUADO	 INSTRUMENTO	DE		
EVALUACIÓN	

PORCENTAJE	DE	LA	
CALIFICACIÓN	TOTAL	

COMPRENSIÓN	Y	
APLICACIÓN	

DE	LOS	CONTENIDOS.	

•  Controles,	
•  trabajos	monográficos		
•  exposiciones	orales	
		

20	%	de	la	nota	total.	
		

PROCEDIMIENTOS,	
HÁBITOS	DE	TRABAJO.	

•  Proyectos.	
•  Cuadernillo	
•  Bloc	de	dibujo	o	láminas.	
•  Trabajos	teóricos.	

50	%	de	la	nota	total.	
		

ACTITUD.	
		

Registros:	
•  Asistencia.	
•  Material.	
•  Respeto.	
•  Interés.	
•  ParTcipación.	
•  Deberes	
•  Limpieza	
		

30%	de	la	nota	total.	
		

RULES	

MATERIALS	I	HAVE	TO	BRING	EVERY	DAY	
2	lápices	de	grafito		HB	y	3B	(no	traer	portaminas)	

Goma	y	afilador	

Al	menos	12	lápices	de	colores	

Al	menos	12	rotuladores	de	punta	gruesa	

1	rotulador	fino	negro	con	=nta	de	gel	

1	regla	pequeña	

EVALUACION
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           CLASSROOM LANGUAGE:

 … doing a roll call…
 HERE:  AQUÍ, PRESENTE

… calling the teacher…
 MISS/MISTER, PLEASE!
 COULD YOU COME, PLEASE? :¿ PUEDE VENIR, POR FAVOR?

… you don’t understand…
 COULD YOU REPEAT, PLEASE?: ¿PODRÍA REPETIR, POR FAVOR?
 I´M SORRY, I DON´T UNDERSTAND: LO SIENTO, NO ENTIENDO.
 COULD YOU SPEAK LOUDER? : ¿PUEDE HABLAR MÁS ALTO?
 COULD YOU SPEAK MORE SLOWLY: ¿PUEDE HABLAR MÁS DESPACIO?

… asking for permission…
 MAY I GO TO THE TOILETE?: ¿PUEDO IR AL SERVICIO?
 CAN WE USE OUR BOOK/ DICTIONARY…? : ¿PODEMOS USAR EL LIBRO/ EL DICCIONARIO…?
 MAY I BORROW A PENCIL, A PEN ….? : ¿PUEDO PEDIR ….?
 MAY I SIT DOWN HERE WITH ..?: PUEDO SENTARME AQUÍ CON …?
 SORRY I´M LATE, MAY I COME IN?: SIENTO EL RETRASO, ¿PUEDO ENTRAR?

… asking questions…
 HOW DO YOU SAY   ………. IN ENGLISH? : ¿CÓMO SE DICE ……..EN INGLÉS?
 WHAT DOES  ………… MEAN IN ENGLISH?: ¿QUÉ SIGNIFICA ……….. EN INGLÉS?
 WHAT´S THE ENGLISH/SPANISH WORD FOR… ?: ¿CUÁL ES LA PALABRA EN INGLÉS PARA …?
 I HAVE A QUESTION: TENGO UNA PREGUNTA.
 HOW DO YOU SPELL IT? : ¿CÓMO SE DELETREA?
 HOW DO YOU PRONOUNCE THIS WORD? : ¿CÓMO SE PRONUNCIA ESTA PALABRA?
 IS THIS RIGHT/OK? : ¿ESTÁ BIEN?, ¿ ES CORRECTO?
 WHAT DO I / WE HAVE TO DO?: ¿QUÉ TENGO/TENEMOS QUE HACER?
 WHEN ARE WE TAKING THE EXAM? : ¿CUÁNDO TENEMOS EL EXAMEN?
 HOW LONG DO WE HAVE TO COMPLETE THE WORKSHEET?: ¿ CUANTO TIEMPO TENEMOS PARA ….?
 IS IT  FOR HANDING IN? : ¿ ES PARA ENTREGAR?
 WHEN DO WE HAVE TO HAND IT IN? : ¿ CUÁNDO HAY QUE ENTREGARLO?
 WHAT PAGE? : ¿ EN QUÉ PÁGINA?
 WHICH EXERCISE? : ¿ QUÉ EJERCICIO?

…correcting, answering, expressing…
 I THINK I GOT IT WRONG: CREO QUE LO TENGO/LO HICE MAL.
 I DON´T KNOW THE ANSWER: NO SÉ LA RESPUESTA.
 I HAVE ALREADY FINISHED: YA HE TERMINADO.
 I HAVEN´T FINISHED YET: TODAVÍA NO HE TERMINADO.
 I COULDN´T FINISH : NO PUDE TERMINAR.
 I DIDN´T HAVE EHOUGH TIME. NO TUVE TIEMPO SUFICIENTE.
 I CAN´T SEE THE BOARD, THE ..: NO PUEDO VER LA PIZARRA,…
 I KNOW THE ANSWER: SÉ LA RESPUESTA
 I WOULD LIKE TO CORRECT/ TO ANSWER: MES GUSTARÍA CORREGIR, RESPONDER
 SORRY, BUT I FORGOT TO BRING MY …: LO SIENTO, PERO SE ME OLVIDÓTRAER …
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UNIT 1-VISUAL LANGUAGE
Visual language: Communicati on system which uses images as a way of expression.
Sender: It is the person or group of people who produces the message for comunicati on. 
Message: a communicati on containing some informati on.
Media:The means of communicati on that reach the receiver who can be one person or a large number of 
people
Visual code: Group of signs and rules that give sense to a visual message. 
Receiver: Individual, group of people or organizati on recipient of the message. 
Visual percepti on: Process in which a person recieves a group of visual sti muli. 

A-DIFFERENT KINDS OF COMUNICATION
•Using words
•Music or sound
•Touch
•Visual
A visual language is a system of communicati on using visual elements
There are diff erent kinds of visual elements: maps, symbols, signs, signals , logos, gesture, images, 
drawings, photography,…..

B-PURPOSE  OF VISUAL LANGUAGES
•Informati on. Images, drawings, symbols, sings, maps, etc, are elements of visual language. They describe 
and tell us about objects or services of general interest
•Communicati on . Images  to tell people about a product, brand, service or slogan 
•Expression . Images which communicate feelings, emoti ons, moods and personals beliefs
•Aestheti cs. Images with this purpose give  more priority to the beauty
•Exhortati ve. Many adverti sement images, are created to convince us for something (for example, to buy a 
product
C-VISUAL PERCEPTION
Is the capture of sti muli through our sight and nervous system. We receive light impulses with our eyes 
which are transformed into images in our brain.
Thanks to visual  images, we can understand a variety of messages and informati on
D-PRINCIPLES OF VISUAL PERCEPTION
The members of the Gestalt psychology school in Germany created a series of principles on how human 
percepti on is organized to help us to understand forms in a global way:
1-Relati onship between fi gure and background. The principle says that we can visualize the fi gure and 
background at the same ti me. In the process . In the process of percepti on, we usually focus on the fi gure 
before looking at the background
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2-Law of good form
The process of percepti on always looks for the 
simplest or most consistent form of organiza-
ti on, and reduce possible ambiguiti es or distor-
ti ons.

3-Conti nuati on law: Takes place when several visual elements are placed in a specifi c directi on, so that 
directi on is perceived clearly as a unit.
4-Proximity law: It happens when several visual elements are placed so close to each other that it is 
percived as one group.
5-Similarity law: When the several elements in an image are similar or the same, visual percepti ons make 
sgroups att ending to their resemblance.

OPTICAL ILUSION. 
Write with your own words what you can see

........................................................ ........................................... .....................................................

......................................................... ..................................................................................................................
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VISUAL LANGUAGE 

Fill in the gaps with the right choice from the words given below the text:
Percepti on is the process by which a person, or a group of people, aquires informati on from the outside. Per-
cepti on starts at one of the fi ve senses: Sight, hearing, smell, touch and taste. From those fi ve senses many 
people agree that the sense of _______ is the most important, or at least the one they appreciate the most.
A visual language is a system of communicati on using ________ elements. As well as verbal means of com-
municati on, images transmit informati on. And, as any other means of communicati on, the visual language 
communicati on process starts with a sender who is the individual, or someti mes a group of people, that 
initi ates a message (in this case an image). Image messages are involved in some circumstances such as the 
media, the code, the channel, etc. and end up the communicati on process with the receiver who is the ob-
server or the _______ of the images.
The Gestalt was a group of psychologists that studied Visual ___________. Gestalt stands for "shape" or 
"form" in German. They set up some laws that lead everybody to interpret in certain ways any image we 
________. These laws have been taken into account by _________ designers, visual arti sts and adverti sing 
agents to achieve their communicati ve goals when producing their images.
Images have, as any other kind of messages, an intended purpose. Most of the images hold more than one 
purpose, even though usually any __________ has its main purpose. Some of the most important purposes 
are: Informati ve, indicati ve, aestheti c and hortatory (wanti ng or advicing us to do something), att ending to 
these and some other purposes Visual Percepti on Gestalt laws are used and followed.
percepti on · sight · graphic · image · see · visual · viewer

-Label each diagram with the corresponding Gestalt law: Similarity, Proximity, Good conti nuati on, Closure

....................................   ..............................  .....................................  ....................................  .....................................

....................................................................            ...........................................................................
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Name the authorship of the given portraits regarding to the descripti ons of the following arti sts artworks:
Vik Muniz: He is a Brazilian photographer arti st who takes pictures of portraits or other images drawn or 
made with unsusual (extrange or random) materials like food. Hanoch Piven: He is an Israeli illustrator who 
mixes illustrati on and objects to represent famous real or imaginary characters
Arcimboldo: He was a renacenti st arti st who made portraits composing the images with any kind of 
vegetables. Tony Oursler: This contemporary american arti st works with video. He projects gesture faces on 
puppets expressing diff erent situati ons.

CHEMA MADOZ VISUAL METHAFORS: OBJECT POEMS
Chema Madoz (Madrid 1958) is one of the most popular Spanish 
photographers and his work is considered as visual poetry. His 
pictures always provoke people to think.
Observe Chema Madoz’s pictures and think about what they sug-
gest to you. Compare with your class mates your thoughts.
Are your class mates impressions the same as yours?

Chema Madoz.
Image source:hhttp://www.chemamadoz.com/

DAVID HOCKNEY’S COLLAGES:.
David Hockney is a Briti sh arti st who makes many kind of visual arts and studies. His collages are some of his 
best known pieces. He makes collages out of the pictures he took from places before. Hockney’s 
collages have infl uenced many arti sts 

Now create your selfportrait taking pictures of your onw face from doff erent points of view

Create two visual methafors with objets.
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E-IMAGES
 An image is the visible appearance of a person, object or 
thing, represented by an expressive form of art
The  iconicity of an image means how similar the image is 
to the object represented.
Abstracti on  represents something in a diff erent way to 
reality. 

F-DIFFERENTS KIND OF IMAGES
•Sti ll images. Photographs, painti ng, drawings,…
•Moving images. Television, fi lm, digital animati on, multi media
•Arti sti c  (realisti c, abstact, surrealiti sti c, symbolic,…)
•Graphic desing. Logos, signals,….
•Digital images. Creates on a computer
•Publicity and adverti sing

G-PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING
•Adverti sing seeks to communicate a message to a large number of people using the mass media (press, 
tv,….)
•Adverti sing is a message  to persuade consumers and users to demand a parti cular product or service
Mass media
•Advanced industrial societi es have develop means of communicati on. Internet, TV, radio, magazines,..
•Many adverti sements are made for sound (audio) and image (visual).Spots
•Others  only with images  and text (graphic or photography)
Adverti sements
•Are messages used to inform, infl uence or convince.
•The informati on is manipulated  to provoke to call the att enti on of the consumer
•Not all informati on is true
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H-PICTOGRAMS:
A pictogram is fi gurati ve drawing or picture, ususally a 
silhouett e, representi ng a word, sound or idea. Picto-
grams are the earliest form in the evoluti on of a system 
of writi ng. An example is the ancient Egypti an writi ng 
called hieroglyphs. This method of communicati on is 
sti ll used today by certain civilisati ons including Chine-
se, Japanese, and American Indians.

Pictograms are ideograms that convey their meaning 
through their pictorial resemblance to a physical ob-
ject. That is why they can oft en transcend languages in 
that they can communicate to speakers of a number of 
tongues and language families equally eff ecti vely, even 
if the languages and cultures are completely diff erent. 
This is why road signs and similar pictographic material 
are oft en applied as global standards expected to be 
understood by nearly all.

Try to express a fi lm or an idea through emoti cons 
some examles

Planet of the apes

The perfect storm
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UNIT 2.ELEMENTS OF VISUAL REPRESENTATION
A-THE DOT
The dot is the smallest visual element of a drawing. When a dot is connected or related to other dots, it 
becomes an element of expression that can create compositi on. We can also express and represent sha-
pes, volume and sense of depth. We can give a sense of volume by separati ng dots and placing them closer 
together 

Match this pictures with their authors following the descripti ons below:
Yakoi Kusama is a famous contemporary Japanese arti st whose artwork is crowded with dots. Most of the 
ti mes kusamas dots look like polka dots. She makes painti ngs, customes or spaces crowded with them.

Roy Linchestein was an American pop arti st who used the aestheti c of comic and printed images that alwais 
have dots as well because of the procedure of printi ng.

The aboriginal art is an ancient, but also modern, way of representi ng any kind of images in Australia. This 
type of images use the dot constantly..

Robert Delaunay, from France, was one of the fi rst abstract painters. He loved representi ng circles in his 
artworks.

.............................................   ..............................................   ....................................   ...............................

FROM OLD SCHOOL POINTILLISM TO ROBERT SILVERS 
PHOTOMOSAICS
On the right there is an artwork detail by Seurat. This painter belon-
ged to a group of impresionist painters called POINTILLISTS becau-
se of their style. They composed the images with pure colors litt le 
brushstrokes that actually get mixed being the artwork viewed in the 
distance. That way of mixing colors with the distance is called 
"opti cal mix"
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Robert Silvers is a pioner in the thechnique of PHOTO-MOSAIC. This thechnique is about composing images 
with litt le ti ny pictures that are usually related to the main theme. The litt le pictures work as dots to 
compose the images.

FROM ANCIENT MOSAICS TO COMPUTER BIT MAPS AND PIXELS
Mosaic is arti sti c technique consisti ng in creati ng images assem-
bling of small pieces of colored glass, stone, or other materials. 
So we can consider mosaics as dott ed images. Most mosaics are 
made of small, fl at, square, pieces of diff erent colors, known as 
tesserae (from from lati n tesera).

Bit maps are computer images composed by litt le ti ny square dots. These dots are 
actually squares and are called pixels. Depending on the size of the pixels images have 
higher or lower resoluti on. Resoluti on is usually measured in "Pixels per inch" (ppi). A 
good quality or resoluti on for regular or normal computer screens is 72 ppi, while a 
good resoluti on for printi ng is 300 ppi.

Fill in the gaps using the words given below:
Robert Silvers uses litt le..................... to compose his..................... The litt le photografi es work as ...................
which set together............... a bigger image. Pointi llists made their artworks using a similar................ .
They used their.................... to paint small colored dots that, seen from the distance, form fi gurati ve 
representati ons This way of........................ things is also used by infografy. BIT MAPS are a kind of image fi les 
in which dots are, called........................ , have a......................shape.

TECHNIQUE    SQUARED     PICTURES    PIXELS    BRUSHES   ARTWORKS   DOTS    SHOW    DEPICTING
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B- THE LINE 
The line is a simple graphics element that we use to make  shapes and forms. When a dot moves it leaves a 
trace that we see as a line. Depending of the movement, lines can be straight, curved, broken, wavy, open, 
closed, etc
One of the most important functi ons of the line is to assemble shapes in order to create images. To draw a 
shape, we use contour lines that defi ne objects.
We give a shape a sense of volume and depth when we shade it with lines. We can shade dark areas by 
drawing parallel lines close together or shade lighter areas by spacing the lines further apart.     
SOME VOCABULARY ABOUT LINES:
Zig Zag or Broken lines: They are formed by fragments of several straight lines with diff erent directi ons. 
Wavy line: They are formed by several fragments of curved lines.
Curly lines: they hold more curves than wavy lines and show loops. 
Scribble: Chaoti c or meaningless lines that are traced randomly, ususally in fi rst stages of chilhood or to fi ll in 
some area with a parti cular texture.
Hatching: It is a way of shading or giving tones to the areas of objects or surfaces with parallel lines. 
Cross-Hatching: It is a way of shadding areas of a drawing or surfaces with parallel lines in several directi ons.
Dashed (or dott ed) lines:They are lines which are not conti nous, formed by litt le traces or dots. 
Blurred: They are very soft  or vanished so they are hard to see and opposite to intense and deep. 
Simple Lines: Those that are formed by one only line. Composite lines: They are lines composed by 
fragments of several straight or curved lines.

EXPRESSIVENESS OF LINES
Verti cal lines expressiveness: They express an 
ascendent or descendent movement, depending on 
how they are used. 
Horizontal lines expressiveness: They produce 
visual feeling of stability and calmness or tranquili-
ty, but they can be monotone if they are used too 
much.
Skew lines expressiveness: They produce unstea-
diness and movement feelings. These feelings give 
inclined lines the sensati on of dynamism.
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ARTISTS AND MOVEMENTS THAT USE LINES:

Picasso                                       Egon Shiele                                 Giacometti                     Rembrandt

.........................................   ..............................................    ....................................   ....................................

What kind of lines used these arti st?

Using diff erent kind of lines, draw a free compositi on ( a face, an animal,....)
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 C-TEXTURE
The texture is the visual and tacti le quality of the all surfaces around us. Surfaces are made of diff erent ma-
terials and each one of them can be smooth, rough, hard, soft , etc.
Natural and arti fi cial texture 
There are many examples of beauti ful texture in nature: orange peel, tree bark, the surface of certain rocks 
and stones, etc. which can help us recognize their form and use.   

Unlike natural texture, arti fi cial textures are created and designed by human being of a specifi c purpose 
(functi onal, aestheti c…) to give a sense of volume.

Arti sti c texture 
Arti sti c textures are the special qualiti es that arti st give to the surface of their art work.
Painters like Vincent van Gogh, Gustav klimt, use very interesti ng arti sti c textures to bring out beauty and 
expressiveness using  diff erent techniques.
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D-SHAPES
SHAPE can be defi ned as the extern appearance of the bodies (objects, animals or 
human beings). Each form is determined by diff erent qualiti es: color, texture, size 
and their positi on in the space.
Outline: It is the line enclosing the shape of an object in a drawing or image. In art 
it is someti mes called contour. 
Silhouett e: It is a shape fi lled up with a solid color, just like a shade. 
Infi ll: The inner part of a shape. It is usually formed by lines, dots, colors and 
textures.

KIND OF SHAPES
According to their origin
•Naturals are those which  have not been made them by men, like fl owers, ani-
mals,…
•Arti fi cials are those which have been made by men, like a chair, a table,… 

According to their structure
•Organics are those which have an irregular surface and profi le.
•Geometric are those related with mathemati cs (square, rectangle, circle,…)
•Flat shapes only have two dimensions.
•Volumetric. Their appearance represent three dimensions. For example a ball, a sculpture,..

ARTISTS THAT PLAYED WITH THE SHAPES' INFILL AND SILHOUETTES
- Rene Magritt e (1898-1967): He was a Beligian surealist painter. He someti mes liked to change the 
dintorno of the shapes for the backgrounds content. 
-Gustav Klimt. Born in 1862, Austrian painter Gustav Klimt became known for the highly decorati ve style 
and eroti c nature of his works
- Henri Émile Benoît Mati sse (1869 -1954): French Fauvist painter who used bright pure color silhouett es in 
his paints and collages.
Using the clues you have been given, Observe the paints in this sheet and try to guess whose paint is each 
one:

outline                        silhouette                 in� ll

The lagoon              The false mirror      The fl owing  The kiss             The promise            portrait of Adele 
                                                                         hair                                                                                 Bloch

By......................     By...................          By..............     By..............      By..............               By..........................
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MORE ABOUT SILHOUETTES
Chinese hands shadowing is a very ancient way to represent mostly animals.
Tam Gram is an ancient Chinese game which consist in silhouett es searching or guessing from some 
polygons that form a full square silhouett e or combined diff erently infi nite shapes.
Some street arti st use stencils to achieve their paints, Stencil is a pefect technique to represent any kind of 
silhouett es.
The traffi  c (or any kind) of signs which need to comunicate any informati on usually use silhouett es to repre-
sent the idea they need to show.

TYPES OF IMAGES OR DEPICTIONS DEPENDING ON THE WAY THEY HAVE BEEN DONE:
Sketched image or sketch: Consists on the fi rst aproach to depicti ng an image. They ususally don’t show any 
color, and they used a simple oulti ne drawing with basic fi gures composing the image.

Image distorti on: The author of this kind of drawings or paints represents the image distorti ng the original 
model or image, That is changing its proporti ons or showing the fi gures somehow moved.
EASY QUESTION:
Which of the following pictures you think is the sketch and which one the distorti on? Why?
Above Left : You can see a self portrait by Francis Bacon. His portray style show big distorti ons that seem to 
be caused by some kind of moti on. Above Right: Leonardo Da Vinci made a sketch book with thousands of 
pages all of them fi lled in with sketches of all sort of things such as imaginary inventi ons, body anatomy or 
plants. He mostly used oulline drawings and may be some chiaroscuro.
Image simplifi cati on: Instead of being realisti c, they are images that tend to make any detail or fi gure as a 
scheme of the original model.

Sef portrait. Francis Bacon. 
1969.
Source: htt p://www.artrepu-
blic.com/
Crossbow, Codex Atlanti cus. 
L. Da Vinci,1478-1519.
Source: htt p://en.wikipedia.
org//

Above: Two versions of Meninas are shown. On the righ there is a version by Picasso which shows his very 
parti cular cubist style someti mes using image simplifi cati ons. On the left  you can see a Manolo Valdes, 
Spanish arti st famous for his meninas versions, Sketched image that also shows some image simplifi cati on.
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WAY OF INTERPRETING ART
According to diff erent ways to see art, arti sts represent forms in their own manner, creati ng many arti sti c 
styles. We can summarize them in three groups.
•Realism. When an image represents real objects or scenes with a high level of detail almost photographic.
•Figurati on. When an image represents real objects or scenes. These can be represented with diff erent 
levels of iconicity.
•Abstracti on. When the forms of the image are not related with real forms and we cannot recognize them.

Interpret this image in an abstract way
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UNIT 3- COLOR
COLOR is the most emoti onal and expressive 
element of visual language.
 Light and the rainbow
When the white light goes through a prism, 
it splits into diff erent colours. This is called 
refracti on.
The same thing happens when it rains and the 
light of the sun goes through the raindrops. 
These are the seven colors of the rainbow.

How do we see colours?
Coloured objects are only a visual impression. 
The color is only produced in our brain. The 
surface of an object absorb white light and re-
fl ect the color we see. This is called absorpti on.
Refl ecti on is the part of the white light that is 
not absorbed by the surface and give us the 
sensati on of colour.

COLOUR LIGTH AND COLOUR PIGMENT
 
Color light is the color made with light and the 
color pigments are those with which we can 
paint.
1-COLOR LIGHT
Primary lights:They are called primary because 
all other colours are obtained from them: blue, 
red and green 
Secondary lights:
We can obtain secondary lights by mixing two 
primary lights: magenta, cyan and yellow

Color is present in our daily lives everyday, from sunrise to sunset. We all know what color is, however it is 
some way diffi  cult to give a defi niti on. We could say that color doesn't exist cause it totally depends on 
the light. If there's no light there's no color. Color is actually a sensati on or impression, it is a thought our 
brain has when it receives informati on from the eyes. It travels through the air as electromagneti c waves. 
Those waves come from the light the objetcs' surfaces refl ect. 
So there are basically two types of colors: Colored light and colored materials. Colored Light, additi ve color, 
is a litt le harder to understand and explain and it can be studied from the Physics area of knwoledge. Ma-
terial colors, also called subtracti ve mixture, are easier to understand and are all of them based in colored 
pigments mixed with a binder, both of them are the main ingredients for any paint. Color Harmony studies 
all types and classifi cati on of colors as well as the ways to combine them in compositi ons.

2-COLOR PIGMENT
Primary pigments: 
They are called primary because all other colors are obtained from them: magenta, cyan and yellow 
Secondary pigments: We can obtain secondary lights by mixing two primary pigments: green, orange and 
violet
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PROPERTIES OF COLOR
Hue is the name for each pure colour or the mixture with 
another color.
Value describes the ligthness or darkness of a color. How 
much black or white are mixed into it.
Saturati on is when a color is pure and it is not mixed with 
other colors.

THE COLOR WHEEL
The colour wheel is the most common way to visualize and 
organize the colors and see how they are related to each 
other.

HARMONY AND EXPRESSIVNESS OF THE COLOR
Harmony is a way to combine colors. There are diff erent 
ways to combine them in a good way, mainly contrast 
and analogies
 
Contrast.complementary colours
Are colour pairs that not have any mixture of colors in 
common.
They appear opposite on the colour wheel
Red (magenta)/green, Blue(cyan)/orange,   Yellow/violet
              
Analogy
These harmonies are achieved by using colors close in 
the color wheel.
                                                   
Warm colors
They transmit a sense of liveliness and warmth
Their hues are yellows, orange and reds.

Cold colors
They transmit calmness, stability and distance. Their hues are blue, 
green and violet. They have more than 50% of blue in their mixture.
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COLOR SUBJECTIVE SYMBOLISM
RED: Intense, fire, blood, energy, war, danger, love, passionate, strong, ambition, agression, alertness, brave-
ness, dominating, dramatic,emotional, energetic, erotic... 
PURPLE: Royalty, power, nobility, wealth, ambition, dignified, mysterious, aristocracy, art, anxiety, beauty, 
compassion, conflict, dream, dignity, enigma, extravagance... 
YELLOW: Sunshine, joy, cheerfulness, intelect, energy, attention-getter, activity, aspiration, alertness, bright-
ness, richness, happiness, idealism, imagination... 
BLUE: Sky, sea, depth, stability, trust, masculine, acceptance, authority, balance, calmness, coolness, coope-
ration, culture, depression, distance, honesty, ...
GREEN: Nature, groth, fertility, freshness,healing, safety, money, adventure, balance, efficiency, cleanliness, 
faith, freedom, generosity, good luck, poison, health,outdoors...
ORANGE: Warm, stimulating, enthusiasm, happiness, success, creative, autumn, action, appetite, assurance, 
exagerated, competent, cheerful, tiring, outrageous...

ARTIST OR DESIGNERS WHO "PLAY" WITH COLORS
Many different occupations need that people who work on them "play" with colors. Colors themelves and 
their combinations are worth to communicate feelings or emotions or even call the attention of people who 
see or observe the results of a job.
ARTISTS AND PAINTERS
Artists, specially painters, are thinking constantly about which colors they use or not depending on what they 
want to say, transmit or explain in their art.

Picasso is one of the most important artists in Art 
history. He lived a season painting mostly blue paints. 
Later he became a cubist (arts style) and painted 
many paintings using many different colors. The most 
famous painting by Picasso is “ The Guernica” which 
represented the result of a battle during the Spanish 
civil war.
Why do you think Picasso used a gray scale? Do you 
think he was trying to communicate something special 
with itCLOTHES DESIGNERS

Clothes designers need to think about 
the colors they use for their creations 
all the time. Agatha Ruiz de la prada 
is a Spanish clothes designer who is 
known for using bright and colorful 
designs
Do you have a favourite color to dress 
with? Do you like better colorfull clo-
thes or more formal and less satura-
ted? WEB, PRESS, AND ADVERTISING

The use of color in advertising and 
graffic or web design is also very 
important. Designers need to know 
well the meanings of colors and 
which are the colors they need to 
use for every different purpose.
When you read a magazine or a news 
paper do you pay more attention 
to any kind of image? Do you think 
colors make people realize of some 
products?

Colors are also important in building 
design or architecture. Some buil-
dings or even towns have a lot of 
personality because of their colored 
outside walls. The inside colors used 
for decoration are very important as 
well in order to create ambients.

CONSTRUCTION AND DECORATION

BURANO HOUSES .There is a legend that the houses are painted color-
fully for the sailors could  go back home in foggy days.  
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UNIT 4- THE PERCEPTION AND REPRESENTATION OF SPACE AND 
VOLUME. LIGHT AND CHIAROSCURO
The space occupied by an object is called its volume. All objects occupy a volume in space and have three 
dimensions: height, width and depth, necessaries to interpret the space around us and to see shapes. These 
factors include light, distance, colour, etc,..
Arti sts use many ways to create the illusion of depth on a fl at surface: 

light and volume
Light is necessary to identi fy volumes and forms. Light is a natural or arti fi cial phenomenon that help us to 
see and diff erenti ate objects in the outside world. Without light we can not defi ne the size and positi on of 
thing and see textures and colors.
The character and source of light also changes the perceived character of the object. Lighti ng in a photogra-
phic portrait, for example, can make the subject look older, younger, dramati c, or rather abstract. 

1-Change the object 
size. To create the illu-
sion of nearness or dis-
tance, we put the largest 
objects in the bott om 
part of the picture In the 
fi rst place of the picture

2-Overlap them. To create the eff ect of 
superimpositi on, we put one object on 
top overlapping the other, without com-
pletely covering it,

3-Intersecti ng or passing 
through each other. 
When two shapes cut 
through each other, they 
intersect making a new 
shape or it looks like one 
is entering or leaving the 
other 

4- Applying contrast. We can 
create a sense of depth using 
the following contrasts:
        •In colour. Warm colours 
(red, yellow, orange,..) give a    
sense of proximity and cold 
colour (blue, green,..)give a 
sense of depth and distance.
        •Defi ned form. Forms 
with clear outlines and detai-
ls appear closer, but shapes 
less defi ned appear further 
away. Sfumato

5- Make use of perspecti ve
This technique consists of using oblique parallel lines while drawing shapes and 
objects giving a sensati on of depth

PERSPECTIVE, LEONARDO DA VINCI, AND THE LAST SUPPER. 
Leonardo Da Vinci was one of the fi rst arti sts studiying linear perspecti ve. The last supper is one of his master 
pieces showing a one point perspecti ve.
Linear perspecti ve comes from the observati on and study on how we, human, see the world. Its main com-
ponents to stablish a drawing or pictorial system are the point of view, the horizon line and the vanishing 
points and lines. Perspecti ve is a system that needs lots and lots of auxiliary lines.
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Shadow is the dark shape which is made when a light source shines on an object.

Chiaroscuro is a technique we use tonal contrast of light and shadow in order to materialize the three di-
mensions. 

Fitti  ng drawing. Consist of drawing simplifying forms through basic geometric shapes.  

STILL LIVES
A sti ll life is a painti ng or drawing that shows non animated objects or food. Very important painters as
Zurbaran or Morandi have painted this kind of depicti ons.
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UNIT 5-HUMAN FIGURE. COMIC  

Proporti on is the comparati ve relati on between the diff e-
rent parts of the human body. In art the basic unit of mea-
surement is the head.
Proporti on, and disproporti on . For example : If a picture 
of a man were drawn with the head twice as long as the 
head should be, as is shown below, that would be called out 
of proporti on, because it would be unnatural.
It should be in “good proporti on,” which means it should be 
near the natural size as compared with other parts of the 
body.
Varying Proporti ons.—In drawing the head of a child, the 
same proporti ons as adults does not exist; the child’s head 
being larger in proporti on to the body than in the case of 
adults. There are also further variati ons. Putti  ng a very small 
head on the body of a child would make the drawing appear 
as much out of proporti on as in the case of the overlarge 
head referred to. In caricatures, lapses from true propor-
ti on are permitt ed. Then it is done purposely to produce a 
ludicrous eff ect.

BOTERO Vs GIACOMETTI PROPORTIONS. FAT Vs THIN
Fernando Botero is a contemporary Colombian arti st well 
known for his parti cular way of representati ng human 
body. His style is based on painti ng or sculpti ng round fatt y 
human bodies. So his main arti sti c feature is changing the 
standard of human proporti ons.
Alberto Giacometti   (1901-1966) was a Swiss arti st, pain-
ter and sculptor who was also known for representi ng the 
human body, always thin and tall. So he also applied human 
proporti ons distorti ons in his artwork.

KEITH HARING, HUMAN SILHOUETTES AND CONTOURS
Keith Haring was a famous arti st from the United States. He fi rstly started as a street arti st with painti ng 
spray paints and posters, so that led him to use a lot of outline drawing as well as silhouett es. He also used 
a lot of human shape simplifi cati ng, so his artwork is easy to recognize and has been used by publishers and 
adverti sing.
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Movement         
On these fi gures are drawn the three princi-
pal axes that describe your positi on: verti cal, 
which coincides with the symmetry axis and 
two horizontal passing through the shoulders 
and hips. 

Body language
Body language is a form of non-verbal communicati on. How 
we hold our posture or a facial expression we make, communi-
cates a lot of informati on.
Body language isn’t always obvious to interpet.
•Crossing arms—Could be indicati ng a self defensive posture 
by putti  ng up a barrier. It could also be a sign someone is cold.
•Maintaining eye contact—Could mean a person is att enti ve. 
It could also mean the person mistrusts you and is carefully 
watching
Body language supports the tone of what’s being said. This is 
especially true when conveying feeling and emoti on.

A facial expression is one or more moti ons or positi ons of the mus-
cles beneath the skin of the face. These movements convey the 
emoti onal state of an individual to observers. Facial expressions are 
a form of nonverbal communicati on. They are a primary means of 
conveying social informati on between humans, but they also occur in 
most other mammals and some other animal species.

CARICATURES. CHANGING THE HUMAN PROPORTIONS
On the left  we see other way of depicti ng the human body which 
is the caricature. Caricatures ususally distort the size relati onships 
in human body and faces, exagerati ng people’s features, in order 
to obtain a funny representati on of somebody.
We always THOUGHT caricatures are a style of drawing much 
easier than objecti ve and realisti c drawing. While caricatures "are 
only about" distorti ng and exagerati ng personal physical features, 
objecti ve and realisti c drawing is about being sharp, accurate and 
strict when observing and depicti ng someone. However, observing 
some of the best caricaturists work, we must admit being a good 
caricature maker also needs a lot of practi ce as well as good skills 
for being able to express properly the model's personality.    

Picasso. Jan Op de Beek.
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COMIC
Comic is a media for arti sti c expression which combines image, basically drawings, and text. The stories are 
divided in panels which contain several frames or boxes. A frame is a box containing a drawing of a forzen 
moment and, most of the ti mes, text. Frames are the minimal unit for the structure of any comic and they 
ususally are outlined. They can show diff ernt shapes

Comic language has developed, appart from panels and frames, a self way of transmitti  ng the informati on. 
Speech bubbles or balloons contain the text, and someti mes they might contain images expressing some 
idea. there is a code for speech bubbles outlines and shapes to indicate diff erent moods and circumstances 
of the characters speech.

If there is a narrator his thoughts or observati ons are framed, or not, in capti ons but they will never be 
inside a speech bubble.
Moti on lines are another main feature of comic language, they are imaginary lines used to express 
movement of objects or subjetcs. 
Symbols or visual metaphors are very frequent in comics. They are images, usually in bubbles, which 
mean any kind of thoughts, a very common one is the light bulb standing for an idea. 
Onomatopeias show up quite oft en, they are lett ers or words reproducing noises.  
Character sheets are oft en used in comics and cartoons for the animators or illustrators to follow correctly 
the characters proporti ons.
These show diff erent positi ons of the character's bodies as well as diff erent face expressions
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UNIT 6 :  BASIC GEOMETRY AND SIMETRY
Geometry: It is an area of knowledge which studies any elements and operati ons on/in the plane such as 
points, lines or shapes. It comes from the Greek geo “earh”, metry “measurement”.
Point: In geometry a point can be defi ned as the place or locati on where two lines intersect. A point has no 
dimensions, no height and no width.
Line: a one-dimensional object formed of infi nite points . It has no end points and conti nues on forever in a 
plane.
Plane: It is a two-dimensional (height and width) surface. In the space a plane can be defi ned by two para-
lel lines, two intersecti ng lines or one point and a straight line.

Parallels:They are lines which never intersect themselves, so all 
their points are equidistant.
Perpendicular: They are lines which meet forming four right an-
gles. 
Oblique / Skew: They are lines which are not parallels 
neither perpendicular. 
Angle: is the part of the plane defi ned by two straight lines that 
cross at the same part, called vertex
Right: A right angle has 90 degrees.
Obtuse: A obtuse angle has more than 90 degrees.
Acute: An acute angle is the one that has less than 90 degrees.
Flat: A fl at angle has 180 degrees.

CIRCLES:
Circle:Set of points at the same distance (equidistant) to a point 
called center.
Circumference: It is the full length of a circle.The complete distance 
around a circle.
Center: It is the point equidistant to any of the points on a circle.
Radius: It is the length of a line segment from the center to its peri-
meter. (plural Radii from lati n or common english radiuses)
Diameter: A line segment that passes through the center and co-
nects two points of a circle. its lengh is double than the radius.
Chord: A line segment which conects two points of the circle not 
through the center.
Arc: segment of a circle. 

LINES AND ANGLES:

POLYGONS
The word polygon comes from the greek words poli and gono, meaning “ many angles”. The polygon is a 
closed, fl at geometric fi gure formed by connecti ng line segments.

TRIANGLES: 
Triangle: It is a fl at fi gure with three sides and three angles.
ACCORDING TO THE SIDES:Equilateral, Isosceles:
Equilateral triangle: It is a triangle which sides and verti ces 
Scalene are the same.
Isosceles triangle: It is a triangle which has two equal sides and 
angles.
Scalene triangle: It is a triangle which has three diff erent sides 
and angles.

ACCORDING TO THE ANGLES:
Right triangle: It is a triangle which has one right angle. The side opposite to the right angle is called 
hypotenuse and the sides adjacent to it are called legs. 
Obtuse: Obtuse triangles have one angle which is more than 90o .
Acute: All their verti ces are acute.
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QUADRILATERALS: 
Quadrilateral: They are polygons with four sides and four verti ces.
PARALLELOGRAMS: They are quadrilaterals with two pairs of 
parallel opposite equal sides and and two pairs of opposite equal 
angles. Their diagonals bisect each other.
Square: Quadrilateral with the same dimensions for all their four 
sides and with four right angles.
Rectangle: It is a parallelogram with two pairs of equal sides and 
four right angles.

REGULAR POLYGONS AND STAR POLYGONS
Regular polygon is a polygon with all their verti ces angles and sides  equals. A star polygon is the same but 
the line segmets intersects each other and it contains a regular polygon.

Pablo Picasso, 1946 Femme 
assise on ArtStack 

Rhombus: It is a parallelogram with four equal sides and two pairs of equal angles.
Rhomboid: It is a parallelogram with two pairs of equal sides and two pairs of equal angles.
TRAPEZIUMS: Only one pair of sides are paralel.

POLYGONS IN DESIGN
Polygons have been used in ti ling mosaics, atwork, architecture and mathemati cs.
Pablo Picasso use them during Cubism movement and Kazimir Malevich, the Russian abstract arti st, used 
simple geometric shapes

Malevich, Painterly Masses in 
Moti on 1915

        Alhambra designs
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SYMMETRY
Symmetry: It is a quality of some shapes 
which some of their parts are reflections of 
others. 
Reflection symmetry:  occurs when the 
identical parts of a figure are arranged 
opposite each other, at an equal distance 
from a line called the line of symmetry

Radial symmetry: occurs when the parts of a figure are arranged in such a way that cutting through the 
centre of symmetry always produces two identical halves.

Geometric symmetry: is achieved by accurately 
drawing the points that are equidistant from the 
line of symmetry (for reflection figures) or centre of 
symmetry (for radial figures). To draw figures with 
geometric symmetry a set square, ruler and com-
pass are used.

Apparent symmetry: when something looks symmetrical, but there are small differences in the spatial 
layout of the point of symmetry, it is called apparent symmetry.
Somehow symmetry is the beauty expression for nature. Animals, humans and plants are symetrical in the 
outside but mostly asymmetrical in their inside.

Expressiveness of symmetry
Apparent symmetry is used more often in art due to its greater expressive capacity. In a composition,
apparent symmetry allows a more visual message to be created by using changes in color, shape, size and 
position. Nevertheless, when symmetry is chosen as a mean of expession, it is with the purpose of
producing an effect of order and visual stability.
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